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Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. Want to see this car? Visit the URL above and schedule a test drive brought to your
driveway. All cars are disinfected. List prices do not include taxes, registration, Shift Service
fee, or optional Vehicle Protection Plan. Please refer to Shift's website to view the total price
and estimate your monthly payment. Description: Used Subaru Outback 2. If you're in the
market for an incredible SUV -- and value on-the-road comfort and manners more than ultimate
off-road prowess or tow capacity -- you'll definitely want to check out this Subaru Outback 2.
Start enjoying more time in your new ride and less time at the gas station with this Subaru
Outback. It provides a perfect balance of handling power and control in virtually every driving
condition. Exceptional in every sense of the word, this incredibly low mileage vehicle is one of a
kind. More information about the Subaru Outback: The genius of the Outback has always been
its ability to straddle classifications; it helped create the crossover segment in the s. As such,
the Outback competes with family cars, SUVs and, of course, other crossover vehicles. With
better off-road credentials and a more usable luggage compartment, the Outback offers
increased versatility over plain Jane family sedans. At the same time, the Subaru Outback offers
the kind of fuel economy that most mid-sized SUVs struggle to match. Combine that with the
Outback's roomy seating, generous cargo bay and relatively low load-height roof and you've got
an ideal family outdoor recreational vehicle. Contact dealer to confirm vehicle availability,
details, and pricing. Upon visit to dealer you should verify all of the features, equipment, and
options on this vehicle. Must present a printout of this ad to receive this offer. Ganley Subaru
East offers some of the best values in the market. We have a huge selection of new and used
Subaru vehicles as well as an extensive Used Car Superstore. We will provide you a Carfax,
Comprehensive Vehicle Inspection, and how we arrived at the price. Subaru Outback 2. Clean
title low miles super clean Outback. Black leather heated seats, fog lamp. Very well maintained.
We replaced the driver door only. Please come by for test drive. This all wheel drive Subaru
Outback 4dr Wgn 2. With 88, miles this Outback with a 4cyl, 2. Byers Imports serves Columbus,
OH. You can also visit us at, N Hamilton Rd. Columbus OH, to check it out in person! Byers
Imports Used car dealership only sells used cars Columbus, OH buyers can trust for safety and
worry free driving. Byers Imports is Central Ohio's only location where you can test drive a new,
used or Certified car. This Subaru Outback 4dr Wgn 2. When shopping for used cars Columbus
shoppers prefer the short drive to Columbus, OH. Looking for Audi financing? Our Byers
Imports finance specialist will find the best rates available for this pre-owned Subaru Outback
for sale. Byers Imports has new cars for sale and used cars for sale in Columbus just east of
Columbus. So, if you're shopping used car dealerships in Columbus, OH consider driving just
past Bexley, OH to Columbus where you'll experience Central Ohio's preferred Audi dealer
service, sales and the Byers Imports difference! Subaru Certified Pre-Owned Certified, 17" x 7.
Our One Owner Subaru Outback 2. Powered by a 2. This All Wheel Drive team lets you attain
near 33mpg on the open road. With 8. Stunning from every angle, the sweeping profile of our
Outback 2. You'll be impressed with the ample amount of passenger and cargo space in the
well-designed 2. You'll also appreciate the ease-of-use of our prominent touchscreen display,
Starlink Connected services, Bluetooth hands-free connectivity and a Harman Kardon sound
system with available satellite radio. Subaru's proven reliability holds true in this incredible
Outback as it has once again earned exemplary safety scores with advanced features such as
blind-spot monitoring and rear cross-traffic alert. Safe, secure, delightful to drive and a far more
efficient alternative to a mainstream SUV, this is the intelligent choice. Get behind the wheel and
join the Outback fan club. Print this page and call us Now Since there has been a Napleton in
your neighborhood. Your business is important and you can count on us to handle it as such
now and in the future. Our inventory is constantly updating, contact our showroom if you don't
see exactly what you want, if we don't have it, well get it! Other values on in-store manager
specials, loaners, demos and late model used vehicles are available in-store to save you more!
Top value is paid for your trade-in here at Napleton's! We are as competitive as any offering you
will find in the market, give us the opportunity to earn your business! See dealer for details. We
will buy your car even if you don't buy ours. Our goal is to provide you an extraordinary
experience. Call to schedule appointment. Description: Used Subaru Outback 3. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant
vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Trim 2. Bean Edition 4 2. Bean Edition 1 2. Bean Edition 6 3.
Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 4, Manual Engine Type Gas 4, Drivetrain All
Wheel Drive 4, Cylinders 4 cylinders 4, 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details
Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings. Price Drop. No accidents. Check
Availability. New Listing. Showing 1 - 18 out of 4, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. No modern
car should leave you stranded. After purchasing a brand new Outback Limited - the battery is

completely drained in 13 days with not using the vehicle. Dealer reports this is "normal! That is
NOT normal. I would have given higher ratings across the board had it not been for this crucial
issue. You cannot park at the airport and go for a 2 week trip without getting stranded. Given
this situation, if you buy one of these, also buy a 10mm wrench so you can disconnect the
negative battery connection when you plan to take a trip. In multiple conversations with Subaru
of America they have agreed to pay for a larger capacity battery. This remains unacceptable to
me What I would like Subaru to admit to is that the OEM battery is inadequate but they are not
going to do that. It will take more than me complaining about this. Subaru is not alone, this is
becoming more common across newer vehicles that have a lot of electronics you cannot turn
off. BTW - none of this is mentioned in the owner's manual - and if it did, would you buy it? The
Outback is sturdy, reliable with the exception above, feels very safe, handles snow well, is
comfortable, much bigger than the LSi, and competent. A good vehicle but I'm hesitant to
purchase another because of the ability of the vehicle could leave me stranded - then again,
perhaps any of the newer vehicles suffer the same fate. Last summer returned from a 2 week
trip and the vehicle started fine with the battery attached. I don't know if that would have held
true had it been for 3 weeks. I'm hearing either road noise from the tires or the transmission - a
slight whining sound that we did not notice before - no change in driving behavior. Average
mileage has increased to mpg. I used a trickle charger this summer to ensure the battery would
not be drained. I still think Subaru should have a recall to replace the battery and submit a
bulletin of the draining issue. OEM tires are loud and are about half worn now at 40k miles - I
look forward to replacing them when worn with some quiet tires the Legacy wagon has
Continental True Contact tires and they are fantastic - much better and quieter than the OEM's
on the Outback. Car has not sat unused for more than a week in the past 6-months so I cannot
report of the battery drainage is still a problem - I suspect it is as there would be no reason for
an magical change. OEM tires continue to be loud. Based on the wear pattern will need to
replace by about 50k miles. Otherwise - same as before. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. With
generous cargo capacity and a roomy interior, the Subaru Outback wagon is a good option for
families, especially those who enjoy the occasional outdoor adventure. Subarus are sometimes
considered quirky cars, and you could probably say this about the Subaru Outback. Here's a
midsize wagon based on a family sedan the Legacy that has a raised ground clearance,
all-wheel drive and plastic body cladding. In today's cookie-cutter automotive marketplace, this
is the equivalent of wearing paisley bell bottoms to an IBM boardroom meeting. But consider us
fans of quirky because there's plenty to like with the latest Outback. In actuality, Subaru
redesigned the Outback last year with an eye toward making it feel more like a mainstream car,
and we appreciate the automaker's efforts: The hard plastics and oddball ergonomics of the old
car were replaced with higher-quality materials and a more sensible control layout, the
technology interface became more advanced and fuel economy has improved. Based on the
Legacy sedan, the Subaru Outback is one of the few midsize wagons available. But for all its
newfound class, the Subaru Outback still likes to play in the mud. You might be surprised given
its wagon-like profile, but with all the mechanical bits tucked up under its sheet-metal skirts, the
Outback boasts 8. Combine that with the Outback's roomy seating, generous cargo bay and
relatively low load-height roof and you've got an ideal family outdoor recreational vehicle. Few
cars compete with the Outback head-on. Volvo's XC70 comes the closest. It's more luxurious
but also more expensive. These are all good vehicles, but if foul-weather traction and
outdoor-going individuality are the top attributes you're seeking, the Subaru Outback should
definitely be on your short list. The Subaru Outback is a five-passenger crossover wagon
offered in four trim levels: 2. The numbers refer to engine displacement. The base 2. There are
no factory-installed options offered on the 2. The 2. Options for the 2. Going with an Outback
Premium or Limited will get you a larger touchscreen interface that's easy to use. Stepping up
to the 2. Available options mimic those of the 2. The 3. The standard engine for the Subaru
Outback is a 2. It drives all four wheels through a continuously variable automatic transmission
CVT , which has steering-wheel-mounted buttons to emulate a six-speed manually shifted
transmission when the driver desires. In Edmunds performance testing, an Outback 2. Most
compact crossovers are a bit quicker. The EPA rates the Outback 2. The six-cylinder Outback 3.
Every Subaru Outback comes standard with antilock disc brakes, stability and traction control,
active front head restraints, front-seat side airbags, side curtain airbags and seat cushion
airbags to position occupants correctly in the event of a frontal collision; these are used in
place of knee airbags. Also standard across the board is a rearview camera. On the Premium
and Limited trim levels, the Outback comes with Starlink Connected Services, which includes
emergency assistance and automatic collision notification. This can be enhanced with the
optional Safety Plus and Security Plus upgrade, which adds remote vehicle access, remote
vehicle locating and stolen vehicle recovery. The Outback Limited comes standard with

blind-spot monitoring and rear cross-traffic alert systems. Subaru's EyeSight driver assist
system is available for the Premium and Limited and includes the blind-spot monitoring and
rear cross-traffic alert systems, as well as a lane-departure warning and intervention system
and a forward collision warning and mitigation system with automatic brake intervention.
EyeSight can also detect pedestrians. In government crash tests, the Subaru Outback earned a
five-star overall rating , with five stars for total frontal crash protection and five stars for side
impact protection. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety awarded the Outback its highest
possible rating of "Good" in the small-overlap frontal-offset, moderate-overlap frontal-offset,
side-impact and roof strength tests. The IIHS also tested the Subaru Outback's optional frontal
collision warning and mitigation system and awarded it a top rating of " Superior. During
Edmunds brake testing, a Subaru Outback 2. For 2. Around town, the jumpy responsiveness of
the gas pedal and the spongy brake pedal make the Outback harder to drive smoothly than it
should be. The six-cylinder provides more punch, and if you frequently load up the car or live in
a mountainous area, you're going to want this larger engine. With either engine, the CVT is
pretty likable, as it reacts promptly to your gas pedal inputs and isn't affected as much by the
annoying engine rpm quirks of other CVTs. The Subaru Outback isn't very exciting to drive.
Getting the six-cylinder engine might be a good idea. Precise steering and revised suspension
tuning make the Subaru Outback a competent handling wagon. The generous suspension travel
endows the Outback with a plush ride, and road noise is quelled even over coarse pavement.
The Outback is also more capable on light-duty trails than the typical small crossover. Getting
to trailheads on dirt roads will be a snap. The Outback's interior along with the rest of the car
was completely redesigned for This year sees a few interior tweaks and more functionality for
the infotainment system. If the car is equipped with navigation, that screen allows you to use
the now-intuitive pinch-and-expand finger movements to zoom in or out. The rest of the center
stack controls are easy to use, and there's a handy cell phone slot on the center console.
Overall quality is high as well, with plenty of soft-touch materials around the cabin and
convincing faux metallic and wood-tone accents. You can carry a lot of stuff in the back of a
Subaru Outback thanks to its The front seats are generously padded and provide excellent
all-day comfort. Still, some long-legged folks might wish for a bit more thigh support. You
needn't spring for the leather-lined Limited model, as we are quite enamored of the soft, grippy
cloth seats in the 2. There's plenty of room for the driver and front passenger to spread out. In
back, headroom is only adequate for adults, but there is abundant legroom and hiproom.
Although the Outback is more of a station wagon than it is a tall and airy SUV, slim roof pillars
give it superb outward visibility. Cargo capacity is also a strong point, as there are The
Outback's stance, which isn't as tall as an SUV's, also makes it a good choice if you frequently
load gear on the roof. Available styles include 2. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Subaru Outback. Is it better to lease or buy a
car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Check out Subaru lease specials Check out Subaru Outback
lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. Base engine's lackluster acceleration. Other years. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Having been
completely redesigned just last year, the Outback gains some additional equipment. The
optional Subaru Starlink system adds two packages of connected car applications, adding
functionality such as automatic crash notification and stolen vehicle recovery, along with
Internet-connected apps such as Stitcher. The steering has been retuned for better feel, and
Limited models get retuned shock absorbers for a smoother ride. Safety features on the
Outback now include optional lane departure intervention. Read more. Write a review See all
reviews. No modern car should leave you stranded. After purchasing a brand new Outback
Limited - the battery is completely drained in 13 days with not using the vehicle. Dealer reports
this is "normal! That is NOT normal. I would have given higher ratings across the board had it
not been for this crucial issue. You cannot park at the airport and go for a 2 week trip without
getting stranded. Given this situation, if you buy one of these, also buy a 10mm wrench so you
can disconnect the negative battery connection when you plan to take a trip. In multiple

conversations with Subaru of America they have agreed to pay for a larger capacity battery.
This remains unacceptable to me What I would like Subaru to admit to is that the OEM battery is
inadequate but they are not going to do that. It will take more than me complaining about this.
Subaru is not alone, this is becoming more common across newer vehicles that have a lot of
electronics you cannot turn off. BTW - none of this is mentioned in the owner's manual - and if it
did, would you buy it? The Outback is sturdy, reliable with the exception above, feels very safe,
handles snow well, is comfortable, much bigger than the LSi, and competent. A good vehicle
but I'm hesitant to purchase another because of the ability of the vehicle could leave me
stranded - then again, perhaps any of the newer vehicles suffer the same fate. Last summer
returned from a 2 week trip and the vehicle started fine with the battery attached. I don't know if
that would have held true had it been for 3 weeks. I'm hearing either road noise from the tires or
the transmission - a slight whining sound that we did not notice before - no change in driving
behavior. Average mileage has increased to mpg. I used a trickle charger this summer to ensure
the battery would not be drained. I still think Subaru should have a recall to replace the battery
and submit a bulletin of the draining issue. OEM tires are loud and are about half worn now at
40k miles - I look forward to replacing them when worn with some quiet tires the Legacy wagon
has Continental True Contact tires and they are fantastic - much better and quieter than the
OEM's on the Outback. Car has not sat unused for more than a week in the past 6-months so I
cannot report of the battery drainage is still a problem - I suspect it is as there would be no
reason for an magical change. OEM tires continue to be loud. Based on the wear pattern will
need to replace by about 50k miles. Otherwise - same as before. Read less. Subaru Outback flawless performance -. I have never even looked at Subaru's before becoming interested in
one. Two weeks after buying we had an emergency 1, mile round trip come up. This vehicle
never missed a beat entire trip, was very comfortable and I am well over 6' and about Didn't
have much time to get used to the Subaru before having to leave so was not familiar with how
everything worked, i. We were in very heavy rains at end of trip and even in some pretty serious
dust storms early in the drive. Have seen reviews indicating not enough power with the 4
cylinder but did not have any instance of not having sufficient power and did go up some pretty
steep stuff. Acceleration while getting onto freeways and passing more than adequate. Some
things hard to review at this time as no maintenance costs yet, purchase cost very good
compared to other similar equipped vehicles we looked at. Obviously we have no idea of resale
value at this time and warranty has not been used. Right now if we had it to do over again we
would have purchased the exact same vehicle, seems to fit us perfectly. The dealer, Modesto
Subaru has been excellent as has been the salesman, Ron Myers, who was able to answer all
our questions well with absolutely no pressure at any time. Continued review after owning
vehicle for slightly over 1 year now. Again, the Outback has been flawless and while the power
is not like a turbo would be or 6 cylinder it is more than adequate for all our driving. Have got as
high as 36mpg on a mile round trip via highway and in town mileage when driving most of a
tank has never been under 26mpg. Only maintenance costs have been for regular service which
is only every 6 month's. Could not give 5 star on value as couldn't do that on any new car out
there as simply all are expensive but would consider this Subaru a better value then any other
vehicle in its class. Definitely worth anyone looking for similar type vehicles to test drive one to
check them out. This is my first Subaru. I traded in a Genesis in for the Outback. The Genesis
was great but living in the northeast, the rear wheel drive was a problem on snowy days. I could
have gotten an all wheel drive Genesis but I couldn't justify the 54k it would have cost. I prefer
my vehicles loaded. So after doing much research I decided on that the Outback a closer look.
And when I saw it at the auto show in NY, I was surprised by the interior quality. I have only put
a little over miles on it so far and find only a few things that I believe should see improvement.
While driving I rest my left knee against the door. It needs more padding. The next item is the
gas fill door release.. I challenge the engineers to find it at night when you pull into a gas
station. It is on the floor between the seat and the door rim. Invest a couple engineering dollars
and either move it to an easily found point within the drivers reach. Have the switch illuminated.
The last thing I will knitpick about is the rear door button that you must engage to close the
hatch. That should also be illuminated. It was almost impossible to find a 6 to test drive, and I
was happy that I finally found a dealer that had one I could road test. The 4 would be ok if you
did mostly stop and go city driving, but if you have 3 adults in it and you are merging with traffic
on the highway you may want to open the windows and start beating your wings. The engine
needs a lot of help. The 6 is just great. The ride quality is almost as nice as my Genesis, and I
believe it takes the bumps better. The interior is top notch. Very little wind noise. All in all I
believe you would be hard pressed to find a better car for the money. BTW, I ordered the car on
Sep. I hope your wait is less. I made them kick in extras for the inconvenience. I dare you to find
a better car for the money! Purchased '16 Limited edition of the Outback with just about

everything the factory can install on it, plus a couple of dealer add-ons. This car is comfortable
given its off-road capability. It handles well on winding roads, and stops when you want it to
stop. The Eyesight system works very well, and I absolutely love the rearview camera and
cross-traffic warning system, especially in mall parking lots when next to tall suv's and pickup
trucks. The entertainment system is a bit intimid
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ating, but we are catching on slowly. The interior has leather appointments, making it easier to
slid into and out of the vehicle with bulky winter clothing. Plus the additional clearance height
means the seating is taller, making it easy to "climb" into and out. Pros include spacious
interior you don't feel cramped , the power rear gate, fuel economy, way power driver seat, lots
of interior storage cubbies and cup holders, and dash instrumentation. A couple of bothersome
things to get used to: 1. The last two will resolve themselves over time as I get used to the
vehicle. Overall we are very happy with the Outback, and look forward to driving it in all types of
weather. It should be on your list of cars to test drive and evaluate. See all reviews of the Used
Subaru Outback. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. IIHS
Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4.
Sponsored cars related to the Outback. Sign Up.

